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Outline

● Why is enrichment analysis so important?

● What are the main issues?

● How common are they?

● How to avoid them?

● What does “gold standard” analysis look like?
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What is enrichment analysis and 
why is it so important?

● A way to summarise thousands of 
individual measurements into a shortlist 
of pathways

● May contains clues about “mechanisms”

Sequences

Gene counts

DE profile

Pathways

Mechanisms

Intensities
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“Pathway/enrichment/ontology analysis” in 
PubMed > 44k hits (1/6/22)



How does it work?

● Sets of genes

● Curated

○ Data-driven eg: transcription 
factor targets, miR targets, 
GWAS hits

○ In silico eg: gene co-expression 
correlation clusters

● You can make and test your 
own gene sets
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Which gene sets to use?

● Sets of genes

● Curated

○ Data-driven eg: transcription 
factor targets, miR targets, 
GWAS hits

○ In silico eg: gene co-expression 
correlation clusters

● You can make and test your 
own gene sets

Literature curated Data driven

Custom
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How is pathway analysis done?

Functional class scoring

Khatri et al, 2012, PLoS Comp Biol, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002375

Over-representation

Pathway topology
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ORA versus FCS

Over-representation analysis

● Treats each gene above the threshold as 
the same

● Treats each gene below the threshold as 
the same

● Selection of the threshold changes the 
results

● Requires careful consideration of the 
background list (should include all genes 
detected in the assay)

● As easy as submitting a list of genes to a 
website eg: DAVID

Functional class scoring

● Each gene has an individual weight

● Performs its own background correction

● No threshold to set

● Many ways to rank genes

● Can detect significant pathways even if no 
individual genes are significant

● More complicated to perform. Lack of user 
friendly tools. eg: GSEA
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Methodological issues
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● Technology/detection bias - each technology samples some genes more readily than others.

○ Affymetrix U133 GeneChip is over-represented for “Acetylation” genes compared to the whole 
genome

○ With RNA-seq, genes with high GC content are not well detected

○ With RNA-seq, longer genes are detected more easily

● Biological bias

○ Cells and tissues have specialised gene expression patterns, so whole genome background is 
inappropriate

○ When an inappropriate background is used, the results seem “truthy”

Sources of sampling bias
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Sampling bias
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Sampling bias
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When enrichment analysis goes bad
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What happens when p-values 
are not FDR corrected for in 
the enrichment test?

What happens when all genes 
are used as the background?



Is it a consistent pattern?
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1.

2. Excluded 132 articles (new tools, reviews, conf 
abstracts)

3. Final set included 1363 articles, some described 
>1 analysis, so we have 1626 analyses in the 
dataset

4. We screened for methodological details:

a. Which tool and gene set library were used 
(and versions)

b. Which statistical test was used and 
whether FDR correction was done

c. Whether an appropriate background was 
used

5. 235 analyses were double-checked

A survey of functional enrichment practices
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1. Randomly selected 1500 PMC articles from 2019 
with “pathway/enrichment/ontology analysis” in 
abstract

Ms Kaumadi Wijesooriya
Deakin LES



Example of a methods section: PMC6425008
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A survey of functional enrichment practices

Very diverse set of journals Gene expression 
analyses dominate Mostly human focus
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Gene sets used

→ GO/KEGG dominate
→ Not stated in 6% of analyses 17

→ 92% not stated



Apps used

→ 71 different apps, 6% not stated

→ 71% not defined
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Statistical test used

→ 29 different tests
63% not stated

→ Only 53% did 
FDR correctly
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Background gene lists (ORA only)

Only ~4% specified background properly
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Code and data sharing

6% provided computer code

39% provided gene lists or profile data 
sufficient to reproduce the findings
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How common are major flaws?

→ 15% of analyses did not have major flaws
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How widespread are major flaws?
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● Do these methodological issues invalidate the 
results/conclusions?

● Should up and down-regulated gene lists be 
examined separately or combined before ORA?

● What does best practice look like?
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New questions arise



● 20 articles with DAVID human gene expression 
analysis were selected for replication using the 
same published method

● Gene lists from the supplement underwent 
replication using same DAVID version

● Statements from the results, discussion and 
conclusion were examined for consistency with 
replication:

1. Low agreement

2. Medium agreement

3. High agreement

Pilot replication study
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● Hong et al (2013) found separate analysis was 
more sensitive (right), as most genes in pathways 
are positively correlated

● We found combined analysis 4x more common 
than separate (in a small pilot; below)

Should up and downregulated genes be 
considered separately in ORA tests?

26Hong et al, 2013, PMID: 24352673.



● We examined whether genes in Reactome 
pathways were correlated in GTEx RNA-seq data 
(17383 samples)

Pathway based gene sets are mostly correlated
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Direction of correlation

● Generally, genes in the same set exhibited a 
positive correlation compared to randomly 
selected genes



Processing of Capped Intron-Containing Pre-mRNA

Some pathway based gene sets are not correlated
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GPCR ligand binding
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Up and down-regulated gene lists should be 
analysed separately
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Essential minimum standards

1. Report the origin of the genesets and version

2. Report the the tool and version

3. Report the statistical test used

4. Report FDR adjusted p-values

5. For ORA, report the background used

6. Report gene selection criteria and non-default 
parameters

7. For ORA, perform separate analysis of up and 
downregulated genes

Gold standard

1. Scripted analysis rather than web app

2. Code shared at permanent repository

3. Gene profile data shared including gene lists and 
background

4. Code and data are linked and automatically 
generate tables and figures

5. Environment is recorded and managed (conda, 
renv, docker)

Peng 2011, PMID: 22144613.
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Conclusions

● Statistical problems known since 2015, yet incredibly common in 
recent publications

● Most studies cannot be replicated due to lack of detail in methods

● Many common practices give suboptimal results

● Pilot study showed poor replicability

● Peer review process is failing

● A set of guidelines and reporting standards are urgently needed

● Enrichment tools need to:

○ Require a background list, 

○ Report FDR values, and

○ Educate users on why both are important
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